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Chinese envoy to UN urges support for African countries in fight  against terrorism 

Li  Baodong, China’s envoy to the United Nations, urged the Security Council to offer support and  

assistance to African nations in the fight against terrorism without “any attached preconditions,” Xinhua 

reports (China). Terrorist activity in Africa, most notably by Islamist groups like Boko Haram in Nigeria, 

AQIM in Mali and al-Shabaab in Somalia, has been steadily  increasing. Additionally, UN Secretary  

General Ban Ki-moon has urged  the nations concerned to take a “holistic approach” in combatting 

emerging threats, according to  StarAfrica.com (Sub-Saharan Africa). 

Mozambique’s president visits China 

Mozambique's president, Armando Guebuza, is engaging in diplomatic talks with Chinese President Xi 

Jinping. President Guebuza will be in Beijing for seven days, Macauhub reports (China). President 

Guebuza highlighted the need for Mozambique to learn from China’s development experience.  

Additionally, President Xi emphasized the need for even closer Chinese-Mozambique cooperation in 

terms of planning as well as infrastructure construction and the further development of the agricultural, 

energy and fisheries sectors, according to Xinhua. (China).      

Kunming residents protest over proposed construction of chemical refinery 

Residents of the city of Kunming in Yunan province took to the streets in protest over the proposed  

construction of a chemical refinery. Protestors are concerned that the proposed refinery has not  

undergone rigorous environmental assessment and that, if completed, it will lead to poisonous air  

pollution. The Chinese government defended the refinery, arguing that it was necessary for the local 

economy, reports the BBC (UK). Several arrests have been made in relations to the protest, according 

the  South China Morning Post (Hong Kong).    

EU-China escalating tensions over telecoms trade and taxes on solar panels 

The European Union announced on Wednesday that it has enough evidence to open an investigation 

into  Chinese telecoms network providers, such as Huawei, over unfair Chinese government subsidies 

and dumping products below market prices, reports CNN Money (USA). The EU is also imposing  

additional taxes on Chinese-made solar panels. China has warned the EU that  punitive taxes on  

Chinese solar panels resulting from the trade dispute would severely harm bilateral trade and that an 

anti-dumping investigation is in nether sides’ interests, according to the Shanghai Daily (China).     

Row over shooting of Taiwanese fisherman   

Filipino president Benigno Aquino has apologised for the fatal shooting of a Taiwanese fisherman by the 

Philippine coast guard. He apologised after Chinese officials insisted on an apology, reports China Daily 

(China). Taiwanese officials are however dissatisfied with the apology, in part because of President 

Aquino’s apparent adherence to the “one  China” principle, whereby China does not acknowledge  

Taiwan’s independence, according the Taipei Times (Taiwan). 
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